1. Creation of job for every sector of society is related to various festive and holiday seasons across globe. In India we have many traditions that seem to be designed truly in same manner to promote give employment to every class of society. E.g. during Diwali we buy jewelry/metal objects, we buy food items necessarily the puffed wheat called Kheel in Hindi, we buy new attire clothes to shoes, we buy new book keeping items and pen, we buy Deepak etc. Similarly during Diwali we buy Mango leaves to decorate – which in turn gives natural way to do cutting for mango trees and more branching for summer season for better harvest.
We need not reinvent the wheel to create job. We need to look back at our traditions and support the various class of workers to get their livelihood gracefully.
If one looks at the festivals celebrated across India the numbers range over 350 (refer link). In these festivals there is clear trend to attract tourism and give local sellers an opportunity to get seasonal business.
e.g. yearly over 20 festivals are celebrated in Kerala, J&K, Orissa, AP, Raj., UP; over 10 celebrations in TN, GJ, Sikkim, WB ; over 5 in Goa, DD, Assam, Delhi and last in lists are Punjab, Tripura, Himanchal, KK, MH, BI, MP, Uttarakhand, Andman, Meghalaya, Manipur, Mizoram.
By observing this trend visualize the richness of society, financial exchange and tourism opportunities are found in approximately similar order.
By promoting each festival and associated business again the government can boost the economy of every class of society in same way it used to be prevalent before we were invaded by external forces.

2. Vocational training when clubbed along with education can bring good results in self-sufficiency for employment. Today’s education system creates degree holders who depend on government for job openings. If they had got opportunity to qualify vocational trainings while completing their degree they could setup good small/large scale business units or absorb in other firms easily.
Imagine a schooling system that offers practical training access as elective subjects and gives grading on completing student projects. The child in such school will get opportunity to learn, do, get schooling certificate and prepare ground to earn in his livelihood. Same way as used to be in Gurukul in past era.

Numerous sectors existing in society for supporting day to day life to name a few are:

i. Bakery, tyre, crop medicine, human medicine, wheat products, sugarcane, bees wax/honey, carpenter, car garages, fruit shop, vegetable shops and processed food shop, agriculture products, fruit products, tutor, teachers, schools, foreign language classes, computer skills, mobile/recharge vouchers, std/pco battery shops, mechanic, repairing shops, laborers, tailoring, animal products, watches shop/repairing, painters, plant nursery, medicinal herb products, animal trade, stationary, construction business, grocery stores, rope, cotton business, cot bed creation, cosmetics, pickle/papad preparation, namkeen snacks, spices business, flowers production and decoration, halwai shops, water preservation, weaving, poultry, drivers, railways, banking, education, armed forces, trading, charted accountants, doctors, milk trading, private sector companies, hospital, hotels, magazines/newspaper supply chain, advertising agencies, insurance companies, plumbering, welding, sound systems, health care systems, pharmaceuticals, pathology labs, investigation labs, mason works, electrical works, decoration/tent work etc.

Education can start creating lessons to learn skills and relative paper work required to establish organization/licensing etc to help them sustain in their lives on coming out of the school/colleges. This will give good flow required skills and experts in service class.

3. Our population is close to 125 crore. Which translates to approximately 25 crore families. Out of these say 1 crore families are high class with high profile jobs/business. These people can create services for other classes of
society. Around another 10s of crores families are in middle class and can sustain good life of their own. And another 15 crore families who depend on other to give job and daily livelihood. Nearly seventy percent population is from villages, the same people migrate in city due to lack of employment opportunity in villages and are forced to live in low class of society. Stop automation usage where ever human strength can be enough to perform task. In past 1000 workers were required where one automated machine is harvesting fields. These workers used to get fair share in season time to have family food gathered for next six months. Now 1000 peoples are struggling for their livelihood and only one person owning machine is prospering. Similar way other jobs are cutting due to automation.

With such distribution of society few arrangements can be done to help to uplift the society:

i. Give tax benefit on giving salary to someone else from your own income. E.g. by directly swiping money from ones account to his/her servant he shall get tax rebate on swiped amount. This will easily generate many jobs per person living luxurious life.

ii. Rather than giving subsidized food giving one job per family can help then live graceful life.

4. Reduce business related to tobacco/alcohol so that poor family can regain the health and happiness and work for their betterment.

5. Take every opportunity to increase products from trees. This will give better timber/fruits/carbon foot print / good environment/ new jobs for society.

There are many more ways to create an ethical society which is base of hard working self-relied society. Consider them more importantly over financial reforms.